The Advancing Women in Engineering Program presents the first annual

**AWE SLEEPING BAG WEEKEND!**

An opportunity to learn about applying to college, how to prepare for science, technology, engineering, and math fields and to visit the University of Pennsylvania’s campus

**DATES: FEBRUARY 28, 2010 – MARCH 1, 2010**

Open to all local junior women interested in math, science, technology, and engineering!

**ACTIVITIES INCLUDE:**

- Welcome reception
- Dinner in a college dining hall
- Majors panel
- Ice cream social
- Visit real engineering classes
- Luncheon with professors and students
- Learn about how to prepare for college

**CONTACT INFORMATION**

Michele Grab: **AWE@SEAS.UPENN.EDU** or **215–573–6487**

Visit **WWW.SEAS.UPENN.EDU/AWE** for more info!